Supporting on Demand, Policy Based Monte Carlo Production, Leveraging Clarens, and RunJob
(1) User accesses the browser client to browse through available workflows. Every workflow generates a
customized form based on the parameters it exposes. Users upload their parameter selections and associated
(voms) proxy to a session sandbox that is automatically created at the Tier-2 site.
(2) Once these actions are successful, the submission is verified. A ShREEK workflow in the sandbox is
instantiated, i.e. a prototype job is configured, and a DAG of jobs is created. This DAG is then submitted if
verification is successful.
(3) As jobs start execution at an OSG site, users have read-only access to files and processes in any of their
sandboxes through JobMon. As last step in the ShREEK workflow, output data is saved in the OSG sites local
storage element (SE), and exit messages are registered. As last step in the overall DAG output, data is collected
from the OSG execution sites and stored at the user’s Tier-2 center for subsequent analysis.
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More Information:
MCPS frontend: http://www.its.caltech.edu/~fvlingen/MCPS/html/index.html
Clarens: http://clarens.sourceforge.net/
MCPS backend: http://www.uscms.org/SoftwareComputing/Grid/MCPS/
JobMon: http://sourceforge.net/projects/jobmon
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